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To all, whom it inctly concert,
and to the end of this lever the wired from
Be it known that we, ALFRED A. FISHER lever ID is secured. A spring, t, is attached
and ALBERT HART, of the city and county of to the lever v and to the stand Y, and operates O
San Francisco, and State of California, have to
down upon said lever, thus rocking s
5 invented an Improvement in Sewing-Ma thedraw
bearing-blocks
holding the friction
chines; and we hereby declare the following to wheel ac away fromy and
the
2, in
be a full, clear, and exact description thereof. which case motion is notfriction-wheel
transmitted to the
Our invention relates to certain new and
This effect of the spring 55
useful improvements in sewing-machines; and sewing-machine.
can
only
take
place
when the wire d is slack
Io these consistin means operated by the thread ened by the lowering
of lever D above; but
of the machine for throwing the power device when said lever is raised
the wire d draws
out of gear with the sewing-machine upon the up the lever v, rocks the bearings
y, and forces
breaking of the thread, as we shall hereinafter the small friction-wheel against the
large one, 6o
fully explain, reference being made to the ac and thus transmits motion to the sewing-ma
I5 companying drawings, in which
chine. We claim nothing for this mechanism,
Figure 1, Sheet 1, is a perspective view of as
is well known; but we have described it,
our improvements. Fig. 2, Sheet 2, is cross as itbefore
to show more clearly the op
section through the weight W and slotted eration ofstated,
Our invention.
65
standard C. Fig. 3 is a plan of lever D and a .
at (, in the top of standard C, is
2O section through the standard C, showing the anPivoted
arm, E, the long end of which extends to
slotted guide i and showing bolt J. Fig. 4 ward
above the presser and needle. arms
is a modification showing the means by which of theand
machine, but under the thread b, as
the machine is stopped by the attempted pas shown
in Fig. 1. Its short end projects be- 7o
Sage of a knot. Fig. 5, Sheet 3, shows a power yond the
a short distance.
25 the
device
which is thrown in or out of gear by W is a standard
weight guided in the standard C,
lever D.
is slotted for that purpose, as seen in
A is a table upon which the sewing-machine which
Fig. 2. The upper end of the weight is
B is Secured.
adapted to be hung up on the short end of 75
C is a standard secured to the side of table arm
E, and to facilitate its engagement we
3O A, and extending downwardly.
secure
spring-strip, t, in the top of
D is a lever connected by means of the wire weight.a slotted
This
strip,
suspending the
d with any suitable devices below, which, by weight from the arm, beside
renders
to sus
the movement up or down of said lever D, pend it from a stationary pin,ite, easy
in
the
top 8o
will be thrown into or out of gear with the of the standard C while the arm E is being
35 sewing-machine. In Fig. 5 we have illustrated adjusted. The weight, being fixed in guides,
a device of this character in order to show cannot move outwardly to be hung over the
more perfectly the effect of our invention upon arm or pin; but the spring-strip can easily be
the lever D and sewing-machine.
pressed out to engage with either. The lower 85
Z is the driving-shaft, carrying a large fric end
of weight W is beveled, as shown.
4o tion-wheel, 8.
Fis
ratchet-lever. This is pivoted at f
Y is a stand, in which are mounted to oscil to the the
standard
C. Its upper end lies under
late the small bearing-blocks if, in which is the weight and receives
it when dropped. Be
journaled the shaft X. This shaft carries a cause of the bevel of said
weight the top of 9o
small friction-wheel, ac, and a pulley, T, from the ratchet-lever, when the weight
dropped,
5 which a belt, t, extends to the driving-wheel is forced to one side. The lower is
end of this
of the sewing-machine. A lever, v, is at lever is provided with teeth, as shown,
tached to one of the rocking bearing-blocksy, which a pin, d, on the lever D engages to with
hold

2
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said lever up. Aspring, G, holds the ratchet
lever F to its engagement, and a small stop,
9, limits its movement when released from
pind.

The operation of the devices we have de
b when the machine is in operation is sufficient

Scribed is as follows: The tension of the thread

to hold the longend of the arm E down, and
thus said arm supports the weightW, which is
IO suspended from its short end, Fig. 1; but when
the thread breaks, the arm Ebeing relieved, it
trips the weight, which drops down upon the
upper end of the ratchet-lever F, forcing it to
one side. This movement throws its lower or
ratchet end in an opposite direction, whereby
it becomes disengaged from pin d, and the le
ver D thereupon falls down, slacking wired,
and, as before explained, throws the power de.
vice out of gear with the machine, which is thus
stopped. Upon raising lever Dagain, the pin
dtravels up an inclined edge, f', of Patchet-le
ver F, forcing it to one side until it engages
With its teeth, whereupon the machine is start
ed again. The lever D, in dropping, is re
2 5 ceived upon a buffer, H, as shown.
It is necessary at times to stop the machine
for other causes than the breaking of the thread,
and if no other provision were made it would
be difficult to release the pin d from theratchet
lever simply by moving the lever D. To ac
complish this we pivot the end of lever ID in
such manner that it may be moved in a hori
Zontal as well as in a vertical direction. This is
shown in Figs. 1 and 3. An eyebolt, I, passes
35 through a cross-base, c, of standard C. The
end of lever D is slotted on the eye of said bolt,
and is pivoted thereon by a smallpin, i. The
eyebolt, which is a pivot, provides for the ver
tical movement of the lever, while the small
pin provides for its side or horizontal move
ment. In this way the lever D may be released
from the ratchet-lever by a side motion when
desired. Having such a motion, it becomes
necessary to hold said lever normally against
45 theside of the standard in order to cause its pin
d to engage with the ratchet-lever. This is done
by a bolt, J, Fig. 3, which passes through the le
ver and through a slotted bearing or guide, j,
on the side of the standard C. It has a spring,
K, on its end, which operates against the back
of the guide j, and a nut, f', on the bolt to
hold the lever ID in position.
Having thus described our invention, what
we claim as new, and desire to secure by Let
55 ters Patent, is1. In a sewing-machine, a lever by the op
eration of which a power device is thrown in
and out of gear with said sewing-machine, in
combination with an arm held in position by

the thread of the sewing-machine, a weight

sliding in guides and tripped by the release of

said arm upon the breaking of the thread, and
a means affected by the falling Weight for op
erating said lever to throw the power device
out of gear with the sewing-machine, substan 65
tially as herein described.
2. In a sewing-machine, a lever by the op
eration of which a power device is thrown in
and out of gear with said sewing-machine, in
combination with an arm held in position by
the thread of the sewing-machine, a vertically
sliding weight tripped by the release of said
arm upon the breaking of the thread, and a
swinging ratchet-lever engaging with the pow
er-lever and operated by the falling weight to 75
disengage and release said power-levertothrow
the power device out of gear with the sewing
machine, substantially as described.
3. In a sewing-machine, the pivoted lever D,
having a pin, d, and connected with the power
device, and operating to throw said power de
vice in and out of gear with the sewing-ma
chine, in combination with the standard C, the
arm E, pivoted in its top, and having one end
extending under the thread of the machine, the
sliding weight W in the standard, adapted to
be suspended from the other end of said arm,
and having a beveled lower end, and the piv
oted ratchet-lever F, adapted to receive the
weightWupon its upper end and to engage with
the pin d of lever D with itslower end, substan
tially as and for the purpose herein described.
4. In a sewing-machine, the power-lever D
and slotted standard C, having a pin, e, at its
top, in combination with the pivoted arm E, 95
the weight W, having a slotted spring-strip,
w, whereby it is suspended from pine or arm E
at will, and the pivoted ratchet-lever F, all ar
ranged and operating substantially as and for
IOO
the purpose herein described.
5. In a sewing-machine, the standard Cand
the power-lever D, having pin d, horizontal
pivot I, and vertical pivot i, in combination
with ratchet-lever F, substantially as and for
the purpose herein described.
6. In a sewing-machine, the standard C, hav
ing slotted guide j, and the power-lever D,
having pin d, horizontal pivot I, and vertical
pivot i, the bolt J, passing through said lever
and slotted guide, and having a spring, K, in IO
combination with the ratchet-lever F, having
spring G and the stop g, substantially as and
for the purpose herein described.
In witness whereof Wehave hereunto set our
hands.
ALFRED A. FISHER.
ALBERT HART.
Witnesses:

C. D. CoLE,

J. H. BiLOOD.
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